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The recent popularization of mobile devices has increased the amount of communication traffic. Hence, it
is necessary both in academia and industry to research load distribution methods for mobile networks. An
evaluation environment for large scale networks that behaves like a practical system is necessary to eval-
uate these methods, and either a physical environment or simulation environment can be used. However,
physical and simulation environments each have their advantages and disadvantages. A physical environ-
ment is suitable for practical operation because it is possible to obtain data from a real environment. In
contrast, the cost for a large number of nodes and the difficulty of field preparation are its disadvantages.
Reproducing radio propagation is also a challenge. Network simulators solve the disadvantages of the phys-
ical environment by modeling the entire evaluation environment. However, they do not exactly reproduce
the physical environment because the nodes are abstracted. This paper presents an evaluation environment
that combines a network simulator and virtual machines with virtual wireless local area network (LAN) de-
vices. The virtual machines reproduce the physical environment with high fidelity by running the programs
of the physical machines, and the virtual wireless LAN devices make it possible to emulate wireless LAN
communication using default operating system drivers. A network simulator and virtual machines also re-
duce the cost for nodes, ease the burden of field preparation, and reproduce radio propagation by modeling
the evaluation environment. In the evaluation, the proposed method decreased the difference from the phys-
ical environment to 5% in terms of transmission control protocol throughput. In the case of user datagram
protocol, the proposed method decreased the difference from the physical environment down to 1.7%. The
number of virtual machines available on a host machine and the practical use of the proposed method are
also discussed.

CCS Concepts: rComputer systems organization → Embedded systems; Redundancy; Robotics;rNetworks → Network reliability;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Wireless LAN simulation, Wireless LAN emulation, Virtual device,
Virtual machine
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1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of communication traffic has increased because of the recent popular-
ization of mobile devices. It is hence critical to research load distribution methods to
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• Cost for a large number of nodes 
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Fig. 1. Advantages and disadvantages of physical and simulation environments

handle this increased communication traffic on mobile networks. For example, a traffic
distribution method that utilizes multiple channels such as Wi-Fi and WiMAX [Aijaz
et al. 2013] needs to be verified to determine if its approach is practical. A physical or
simulation environment can be used to evaluate such large scale networks, but each
have their advantages and disadvantages, as shown in Figure 1. A physical environ-
ment is suitable for practical operation because real data can be obtained from the
real environment. However, the cost for a large number of nodes are required and field
preparation is challenging. Difficulty of reproducing radio propagation is also a dis-
advantage in the case of wireless communication. This reproducibility is important so
that the defects of the algorithm can be discriminated from radio interference. In con-
trast, a simulation environment solves the disadvantages of the physical environment
by modeling the whole evaluation environment. However, it does not simulate a phys-
ical environment with high fidelity because the nodes are abstracted. The definition of
fidelity in this paper is the degree to which the condition and behavior of a physical
environment are reproduced. Abstracted nodes cannot run real programs; therefore,
they lead to differences between the physical and simulated evaluation results.

The TOSSIM [Levis et al. 2003] has addressed the disadvantages of both environ-
ments by combining a network simulator and an emulator in the field of sensor net-
works. However, the simulation-physical environment trade-off is still an issue in the
field of wireless local area networks (LANs). The combination of a network simula-
tor and virtual machines has been proposed to improve the fidelity of node models to
physical machines [Weingärtner et al. 2011; Space-Time Engineering, LLC. 2015a]. In
this context, a virtual machine is software that emulates physical hardware. Virtual
machines simplify the implementation of node model fidelity by running any operat-
ing system (OS) without modification. Wireless LANs have been emulated on virtual
machines using dedicated drivers that create a wireless LAN interface on a guest OS
(an OS on a virtual machine) [Weingärtner et al. 2011]. However, the drivers for each
specific OS must be implemented, incurring costs in terms of work and time. In addi-
tion, the difference in drivers leads to different behavior in the emulation and practical
environments.

The Scenargie network simulator [Space-Time Engineering, LLC. 2015a] utilizes
device virtualization to emulate communication with default OS drivers. Scenargie
works with QEMU virtual machines [QEMU 2015] to use virtual wired LAN devices.
However, Scenargie and QEMU do not support the virtualization of wireless LAN de-
vices.
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This paper proposes an evaluation environment that combines a network simulator
and virtual machines. In addition, the authors implement virtual wireless LAN devices
to emulate wireless LAN communication on the virtual machines. The contributions of
this paper are the following:

— The utilization of virtual machines enables multiple nodes on a single PC and reduces
the cost for nodes.

— Radio propagation in the simulation environment reduces the necessity for large-
scale experimental fields.

— Radio propagation simulation successfully reproduces radio propagation.
— Virtual machines achieve fidelity to the physical environment by running native pro-

grams, i.e., binary programs runnable on physical machines. In particular, a virtual
wireless LAN device for a virtual machine makes it possible to emulate wireless LAN
communication using default OS drivers.

In addition to above ones, native wireless LAN drivers can be debugged in proposed
environment. The native wireless LAN drivers can run on the virtual wireless LAN
device, hence behaviors of the drivers in practical environment can be tested by emu-
lation.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2, reviews related work, and Sec-
tion 3 presents an overview of the proposal. In Section 4, the detail of prototype im-
plementation is described. Section 5 describes the common evaluation conditions for
Section 6 and 7. Sections 6 and 7 evaluate the system in terms of fidelity to the phys-
ical environment and available number of virtual machines. Finally, an example of its
practical use is provided in Section 8, and the conclusions are presented in Section 9.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Requirements
Physical and simulation environments have complementary advantages and disad-
vantages, as discussed in Section 1. To address these issues in a test environment, the
following requirements should be satisfied.

(1) Easy and inexpensive preparation of nodes: a large number of nodes can be pre-
pared inexpensively for large scale experiments.

(2) Easy field preparation: field preparation for experiments is easy so that wide-area
wireless LANs can be evaluated in limited fields.

(3) Radio reproducibility: radio propagation is reproducible so that the defects of the
algorithm can be discriminated from radio interference.

(4) Utilization of native programs: an evaluation can be performed with native pro-
grams so that the physical environment is correctly reproduced and node model
creation is easy.

The authors classified methods to achieve these requirements into two types: those
that improve the physical environment and those that improve the simulation envi-
ronment.

2.2. Methods improving the physical environment
The physical environment already utilizes native programs, so the main issues are re-
quirements 1, 2, and 3. A physical machine can be used for multiple virtual nodes for
easy preparation of nodes and fields [Networks and Communication Systems Branch
2015; Ahrenholz et al. 2008; Zhang and Li 2002]. For example, EMANE [Networks and
Communication Systems Branch 2015] emulates multi-node communication on a phys-
ical machine with Linux containers. Linux containers create virtual hosts on an OS by
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allocating individual process space and network space. Other approaches provide a
large-scale communication environment to share among users [Miyachi et al. 2011;
Nakata et al. 2007; National Institute of Information and Communications Technol-
ogy 2015; Raychaudhuri et al. 2005]. StarBED3 [National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology 2015] installs a physical large-scale network with more
than 1,000 PCs. Users can create arbitrary networks easily by changing the topologies
and OSs on the shared physical network. However, correctly simulating physical ra-
dio propagation is an issue because these methods emulate communication delay and
packet loss with a wired LAN frame filter.

ORBIT [Raychaudhuri et al. 2005] installs large-scale networks with physical radio
and 64 nodes on a ceiling. Users can install networks easily by sharing the physical
network through web interfaces. However, the reproducibility of the radio propagation
is an issue because physical nodes can cause random radio interference with other
nodes in the environment.

Other methods control the behavior of protocols. Dummynet [Rizzo 1997] emulates
the communication conditions such as bandwidth and delay by changing the length
of the queue between the transmission control protocol (TCP) and internet protocol
(IP) layers. However, Dummynet does not emulate a physical wireless LAN with high
fidelity because radio propagation is not emulated. Another method emulates delay,
bandwidth, and packet loss rates using a packet filter based on data from physical
wireless LAN communications [Noble et al. 1997]. However, it is difficult to conduct
an evaluation of practical wireless LAN systems because this method requires the
protocol in a physical machine to be modified.

There is a method that emulates radio propagation [Mano and Saruwatari 2014].
This method emulates radio propagation in a physical device using I/Q data, which
describes sign waves used to generate radio waves by an analog circuit. However, it is
difficult to reduce the hardware cost because this method requires specific hardware.

2.3. Methods improving the simulation environment
Network simulators achieve requirements 1, 2, and 3 by modeling the entire evalua-
tion environment. Hence, the main issue is requirement 4. The well-known network
simulators are OPNET [Riverbed Technology 2015], OMNeT++ [Varga and Hornig
2008], NS-2 [ns-2 2015], GloMoSim [Zeng et al. 1998], and QualNet [SCALABLE Net-
work Technologies 2015b]. These network simulators are suitable for evaluations in
ideal conditions because the models of the entire environment are able to specify de-
tailed parameters such as radio propagation and protocol behavior. However, it is dif-
ficult to conduct an evaluation that is similar to one on physical machines because the
nodes are abstracted.

There are methods to utilize native protocol stacks in simulation environments to
improve the modeling of physical machines [Barr et al. 2005; Krop et al. 2007]. For
example, JiST/SWANS [Barr et al. 2005] utilize native application programs in a sim-
ulation environment by synchronizing the behavior of Java virtual machines and the
discrete time of a network simulator. However, all protocols are abstracted except for
those of the target layer. Therefore, the system’s fidelity to physical machines remains
an issue.

EXata [SCALABLE Network Technologies 2015a] combines a network simulator
and physical machines to utilize whole native programs in a simulation environment.
The network simulator simulates radio propagation, and physical machines are asso-
ciated with the network simulator as nodes. EXata improves the physical environment
simulation accuracy by utilizing native OSs. Using the entire native programs of phys-
ical machines by combining a network simulator with emulated nodes has also been
proposed [Staub et al. 2009; Werthmann et al. 2014; Henderson et al. 2008; Erazo et al.
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Table I. Characteristics of the methods improving physical and simulation environments

Requirement Physical environment Simulation environment
(1) Easy and inexpensive preparation of nodes Depends on methods Satisfied
(2) Easy field preparation Depends on methods Satisfied
(3) Radio reproducibility Depends on methods Satisfied
(4) Utilization of native programs Satisfied Depends on methods

2015]. For example, VirtualMesh [Staub et al. 2009] combines OMNeT++ and virtual
machines on Xen [Barham et al. 2003]. OMNeT++ simulates radio propagation and
Xen runs a native OS. However, these methods do not accurately simulate physical
wireless LAN networks because wireless LAN interfaces are not emulated.

There are methods that transmit wireless LAN frames in virtual machines to ac-
curately simulate physical wireless LANs [Weingärtner et al. 2011; Xia et al. 2011].
Weingärtner et al. [2011] proposed creating wireless LAN interfaces on a guest OS by
installing a dedicated driver. However, drivers for specific guest OSs must be imple-
mented, which incurs cost in terms of work and time. In addition, the difference in
the drivers leads to differences in behavior between the emulation environment and
practical environment. Xia et al. [2011] proposed a system where guest OSs can han-
dle wireless LAN communication using the default drivers of guest OSs. However, this
method is not suitable for emulation because it assumes wireless LAN frames will be
transmitted through physical wireless LAN devices.

The Scenargie network simulator [Space-Time Engineering, LLC. 2015a] utilizes
default OS drivers by device virtualization and works with QEMU virtual machines
[QEMU 2015] to utilize a virtual wired LAN device. However, Scenargie and QEMU
do not support the virtualization of wireless LAN devices.

2.4. Role of the proposal
Table I summarizes the characteristics of the methods that improve physical or sim-
ulation environments. Improving the physical environment achieves requirement 4.
However, these methods do not satisfy all of the other requirements. The methods that
improve the simulation environment satisfy requirements 1, 2, and 3. However, the
accurate simulation of physical machines is an issue because it is difficult to utilize
the entire programs of physical nodes.

This study focuses on methods that improve simulation environments because this
approach has fewer issues. In this paper, an evaluation environment for wireless LANs
satisfying all requirements by combining a network simulator and virtual machines is
proposed. A virtual wireless LAN device for a virtual machine to emulate wireless LAN
communication is also implemented.

3. HIGH FIDELITY EMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The main advantage of the proposed system is that a virtual wireless LAN device em-
ulates wireless LAN communication using native drivers. In this system, the host ma-
chine is the physical machine running the virtual machines, the host OS is the OS on
the host machine, and the simulation node is the abstracted node model implemented
in a network simulator.

Figure 2 presents the system concept. A network simulator simulates radio propa-
gation, virtual machines run as node models with a native OS, and the network simu-
lator has simulation nodes. Simulation nodes combine the virtual wireless LAN device
and the radio propagation model of the network simulator. Virtual machines connect
to the corresponding simulation nodes as their entities. The applications on guest OSs
transmit wireless LAN frames from the virtual wireless LAN device. The network sim-
ulator receives the wireless LAN frames and forwards them to other virtual wireless
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Fig. 3. Implementation of the High Fidelity Emulation Environment (HiFEE)

LAN devices based on the radio propagation simulation. Applications on the virtual
machines utilize a virtual wireless LAN device through the default OS driver as if
there were a physical wireless LAN device. The virtual machines and virtual wireless
LAN device accurately emulate the physical environment. The virtual machines also
reduce the burden of model implementation.

Figure 3 shows the prototype implementation called the High Fidelity Emulation
Environment (HiFEE). Scenargie 1.8 [Space-Time Engineering, LLC. 2015a] was cho-
sen as the network simulator and QEMU 2.1.2 [QEMU 2015] as the virtual machine.
However, the system concept can be implemented on various network simulators and
virtual machines. This prototype models the AR9160 (QUALCOM Atheros) as the vir-
tual wireless LAN device. The guest OS is a native program that creates the protocol
stack from the application layer to the media access control (MAC) management of the
MAC layer. MAC management consists of the functions for handling wireless LAN as-
sociation and beacon frame creation. Scenargie models the processing from the MAC
control to radio propagation. Rate control, modulation, and carrier sense multiple ac-
cess/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) are processed by the MAC control.

The following functions are modeled in HiFEE.

— IEEE 802.11g communication.
— Virtual wireless LAN devices can run in infrastructure, ad-hoc, master, and monitor

modes.
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— Scenargie send the simulation results of the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) and noise floor to the virtual wireless LAN device.

— QEMU runs based on actual time. Simulation times in Scenargie are synchronized
to actual time with 100 ms accuracy.

The infrastructure mode is used for connection to access points (APs). The master mode
runs the virtual wireless LAN devices as an AP. Ad-hoc mode enables the wireless LAN
devices to connect with each other to create ad-hoc networks. The monitor mode is for
monitoring wireless LAN frames in the air.

4. DETAIL OF PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. Modeling in Scenargie
Scenargie models the processing from the MAC control to radio propagation using the
protocol stack illustrated in Figure 4 as follows.

(1) The virtual wireless LAN device transmits wireless LAN frames to a simulation
node.

(2) Scenargie enqueues the received frames. The management queue is for MAC man-
agement frames, and the data queue is for MAC data frames. Scenargie automati-
cally changes the frame transmission timing, which consists of Short Inter-Frame
Space (SIFS) and Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS), based on the queue types.

(3) The MAC layer dequeues the wireless LAN frames from the management and data
queues. The MAC layer simulates CSMA/CA.

(4) The physical (PHY) layer forwards the wireless LAN frames from the MAC layer
to the propagation layer.

(5) The propagation layer forwards the wireless LAN frames to other simulation nodes
when these nodes can receive radio in the simulated field.

(6) Other nodes receive the wireless LAN frames through the propagation, PHY, and
MAC layers.

(7) The destination node of the frames transmits acknowledgement (ACK) frames from
the MAC layer to the transmitter.

4.2. Virtual wireless LAN device
The AR9160 virtual wireless LAN device satisfies the behaviors required by the ath9k
driver, which is included in backports-3.18.1-1 [Linux kernel backports 2015] as a pro-
totype. Backports are the patches used to install the latest version of wireless LAN
drivers on old versions of Linux.
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The main processes of the virtual wireless LAN device are frame transmission and
frame reception. The frame transmission consists of data frame transmission and bea-
con frame transmission. Figure 5 shows the frame transmission procedures (A)–(G),
which are performed as follows.

(A) An application in a guest OS transmits packets, and MAC headers are added to
the packets in the MAC layer.

(B) An ath9k driver receives the MAC frames. The ath9k driver stores the received
frames in the transmission Direct Memory Access (DMA), which is a memory space
shared by the ath9k driver and virtual wireless LAN device.

(C) The ath9k driver writes bits to the registers of the virtual wireless LAN device to
give notice of transmission preparation completion.

(D) The virtual wireless LAN device loads the frames from the transmission DMA and
forwards them to Scenargie.

(E) The virtual wireless LAN device issues a transmission interruption.
(F) The ath9k driver receives the transmission interruption.
(G) The ath9k driver releases the frame in the transmission DMA to prepare for the

next transmission.

The ath9k driver transmits beacon frames when the mode of a wireless LAN in-
terface is in master mode or ad-hoc mode. When a wireless LAN interface changes
its mode to master mode or ad-hoc mode, the ath9k driver sends the timer interrup-
tion interval for beacon transmission to the virtual wireless LAN device. The timer
interruption periodically calls the beacon frame transmission procedures (I)–(III) in
Figure 5, which consist of the following steps.

(I) The virtual wireless LAN device periodically issues timer interruptions based on
the beacon transmission interval written in a register.

(II) The ath9k driver receives the timer interruptions.
(III) The ath9k driver generates beacon frames according to the timer interruption pro-

cessing. The beacon frames are transmitted using steps (B)–(G) of Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the frame reception procedure. The virtual wireless LAN device
receives frames according to steps (a)–(f) in Figure 6, detailed as follows.

(a) Scenargie forwards the wireless LAN frames to QEMU. The virtual wireless LAN
device receives the frames through the QEMU reception handler.
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Table II. Characteristics of TCP and UDP

Protocol Advantages Disadvantages
TCP r Communication reliability r Low connection flexibilityr Throughput could decrease

because of the duplication of flow control
on host and guest OSsr Overhead caused by frame header size

UDP r Connection flexibility r Low communication reliabilityr No duplication of flow control r Reception of malicious packetsr Smaller frame header size

(b) The virtual wireless LAN device stores the frames to reception DMA, which is a
memory space shared by the ath9k driver and virtual wireless LAN device.

(c) The virtual wireless LAN device issues a reception interruption.
(d) The ath9k driver receives the reception interruption.
(e) The ath9k driver loads the frames from the reception DMA using reception inter-

ruption processing.
(f) The ath9k driver passes the frames to the upper layer of the protocols.

4.3. Connection between Scenargie and QEMU
HiFEE supports load distribution by running QEMU virtual machines on multiple
host machines, as shown in Figure 7. Scenargie and QEMU virtual machines con-
nect with each other using user datagram protocol (UDP) to support the utilization of
virtual machines on remote hosts. It is difficult to run a large number of virtual ma-
chines on a single host machine, therefore, HiFEE supports the use of remote hosts.
Other protocols such as TCP are also available for the connection between Scenargie
and QEMU. The characteristics of TCP and UDP are compared in Table II. HiFEE
uses UDP because of its connection flexibility and transmission rate. The connection
flexibility means that Scenargie and QEMU automatically connect with each other,
even after Scenargie or QEMU have been restarted. Users of HiFEE will restart Sce-
nargie and QEMU repeatedly to coordinate simulation scenarios or settings for guest
OSs in practical evaluations. If Scenargie and QEMU connect with each other by TCP,
the connection cannot be restored automatically because TCP connection requires a
running server. In contrast, in the case of UDP, Scenargie and QEMU can restore the
connection automatically after restarting Scenargie or QEMU. UDP is also suitable re-
garding transmission rate because it does not cause the duplication of flow controls on
host and guest OSs. TCP causes the duplication of flow controls similar to the so-called
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Creator ID Mode ID RSSI Noise floor IEEE 802.11 frame

4 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes Variable length

-83 (Fixed value observed on a physical machine)

Fig. 8. Frame format for the communication between Scenargie and QEMU

Table III. Spec of host machine

CPU Intel CORE i7 3.6 GHz
RAM 16 GB
Storage (HDD) 1 TB
OS CentOS 6.4

Table IV. Spec of physical node

Product name Scenargie Comm Node
CPU AMD Geode LX800 500 MHz
RAM 256 MB
Storage (Compact flash) 16 GB
Wireless LAN device Atheros AR9160B, AR9106A (external radio device)
Wireless LAN driver backports-3.18.1-1
OS CentOS 6.4

TCP over TCP problem. Wireless LAN frames from guest OSs are treated as payloads
in a host OS. These payloads are controlled by multiple flow controls in the host and
guest OSs in the case of TCP. The duplication of flow control decreases the throughput
on guest OSs. Another advantage of UDP is that the header size is smaller than that
of TCP. Smaller headers reduce the communication overhead outside of guest OSs.

Scenargie can send various simulation results to the virtual wireless LAN devices,
such as the RSSI and noise floor. Figure 8 shows the frame format for the commu-
nication between Scenargie and QEMU, which is added by Scenargie and QEMU to
the head of wireless LAN frames. Scenargie does not propagate additional headers
for precise evaluation in simulation processing. The creator ID and Mode ID are re-
served for future function expansion. Scenargie writes the RSSI simulation result and
a fixed value for the noise floor in the header. The noise floor is the value observed on
a physical wireless LAN device immediately after the boot of a physical machine. Sce-
nargie also can change the noise floor value dynamically when noise floor simulation
is required. Frame processing in Scenargie and QEMU will be extended to send more
simulation results to virtual wireless LAN devices in the future.

5. COMMON EVALUATION CONDITIONS
This study evaluated the HiFEE in terms of the fidelity to a physical environment
and the available number of QEMU virtual machines. Here the authors describe the
common evaluation conditions used in this research. Scenargie and HiFEE ran on
the host machine listed in Table III. The firewall was disabled on the host machine to
avoid the influence on the bandwidth. QEMU virtual machines modeled physical nodes
specified by the values in Table IV. The physical nodes have an external AR9106A
radio device. However, the virtual wireless LAN device does not emulate the AR9106A
because the ath9k driver does not handle AR9106A and the behavior of the AR9106A
could not be determined from the driver. Instead, Scenargie simulates the MAC control
of the wireless LAN device.

The Dot Eleven Module radio propagation model is used [Space-Time Engineering,
LLC. 2015b]. This model is available in Scenargie. Scenargie simulates radio propa-
gation using the IEEE 802.11g model, which is included in its Dot Eleven Module.
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In the MAC layer, parameter “64QAM 0.75” and “static” are used for modulation and
rate control, respectively. Other parameters are the same as the default values of the
Scenargie Dot Eleven Module.

TCP and UDP throughput between guest OSs was measured using iperf [Dugan
et al. 2015] for the performance evaluation of the HiFEE. One guest OS runs iperf as
an iperf server, which is a packet receiver, and the other guest OSs run iperf as an
iperf client. The iperf client is a packet transmitter and measures the throughput to
an iperf server. Finally, the iperf client bandwidth option was set to 30 GB for UDP. All
reported throughput values are the average of ten trials.

6. ACCURACY OF HIFEE
Both TCP throughput and UDP throughput were used as indexes to evaluate the fi-
delity to the physical environment. TCP and UDP throughputs were measured be-
tween two nodes in the physical environment, Scenargie-only simulation, and HiFEE.
The Scenargie-only is the case that Scenargie simulates the whole environment with-
out the QEMU virtual machines. The results of the Scenargie-only simulation and
HiFEE were compared to the physical environment results to evaluate the improve-
ment in accuracy. Figure 9 shows the topology used for the throughput measurement.
A station (STA) node and an AP node 5 m apart connect with each other. The physical
environment evaluation was conducted in a field of grass with low interference. The
Scenargie-only and HiFEE evaluations reproduced the physical environment.

Figure 10 shows the TCP throughput. The throughputs for the physical environ-
ment, Scenargie-only, and HiFEE tests were 23.59, 20.92, and 22.41 Mbps, respec-
tively. The throughput difference between the physical environment and Scenargie-
only tests was 2.67 Mbps, which is 11.3% of the throughput of physical environment.
The throughput difference between the physical environment and HiFEE tests was
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Fig. 12. Change in sequence number of TCP communication

1.18 Mbps, which is 5% of the throughput of physical environment. HiFEE decreased
the throughput difference from the physical environment. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that HiFEE improves the fidelity to physical environment.

HiFEE also improves fidelity to the physical environment in the case of UDP, as
shown in Figure 11. The throughputs of the physical environment, Scenargie-only,
and HiFEE tests were 28.28, 26.51, and 27.8 Mbps, respectively. The throughput dif-
ference between the physical environment and Scenargie-only tests was 1.77 Mbps,
which is 6.3% of the throughput of physical environment. The throughput difference
between the physical environment and HiFEE tests was 0.48 Mbps, which is 1.7% of
the throughput of physical environment. Therefore, HiFEE also improves the fidelity
to the physical environment when UDP is used.

The change in sequence numbers of the physical environment and HiFEE was eval-
uated in detail. Two QEMU virtual machines used iperf to communicate each other by
TCP through Scenargie, just as in the evaluation of TCP throughput. Tshark packet
capture software [Wireshark 2015] then recorded the sequence numbers of the packets
transmitted by the iperf client.

Figure 12 shows the result of the change in sequence number, which was similar
for both HiFEE and the physical environment. The gap in the sequence numbers in-
creased gradually as time proceeded. It was assumed that the cause of the gap was
in the virtual wireless LAN device or Scenargie; however, the difference of rate con-
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trol was found to be the cause of the gap. The TCP throughput between two QEMU
virtual machines connected directly without Scenargie was evaluated to analyze the
behavior of the virtual wireless LAN device. The result showed that virtual wireless
LAN device achieved 24.72 Mbps, which is enough to emulate ideal wireless LAN com-
munication. To analyze the behavior of Scenargie, the TCP throughput between two
QEMU virtual machines without virtual wireless LAN devices was also evaluated. The
Scenargie Emulation Module can emulate wireless LAN communication using a vir-
tual wired LAN device instead of virtual wireless LAN devices. It emulated a topology
that was the same as the one in Figure 9 and achieved 22.4 Mbps, which is similar
to the result in HiFEE. Therefore, the models in Scenargie are believed to cause the
throughput gap between the physical environment and HiFEE. The physical AR9160
transmits frames using a device specific rate control while Scenargie uses a static rate
control modulated by “64QAM 0.75.” However, AR9160 supports an open source rate
control called minstrel ht. For more rigorous emulation, users can use minstrel ht and
implement the minstrel ht model in Scenargie.

7. AVAILABLE NUMBER OF QEMU VIRTUAL MACHINES
7.1. Factors limiting the available number of QEMU virtual machines
The available number of QEMU virtual machines are limited on a host machine by the
following factors.

— Stress on a CPU
— Memory consumption
— Bandwidth between Scenargie and a QEMU virtual machine
— Traffic concentration on Scenargie

Sections 7.2 to 7.5 describe the influence of each factor in detail.

7.2. Stress on a CPU
The influence of CPU stress by QEMU virtual machines on emulated communication
was evaluated. Figure 13 shows the topology for the evaluation. Two QEMU virtual
machines communicated with each other by TCP through Scenargie to measure the
throughput. The decrease in throughput between the QEMU virtual machines was
measured when the CPU stress on a host machine increased. The CPU stress on the
host machine should be made by QEMU virtual machines; however, the stress com-
mand was used to avoid any influence from traffic concentration on Scenargie. The
stress command is a tool to impose a load on CPU or memory. When a QEMU virtual
machine does not affect the other links in HiFEE, the QEMU virtual machine can be
considered like a software process on a host machine such as the stress command. One
stress command process consumes one logical core of the CPU on the host machine.
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Fig. 15. Throughput of TCP communication with CPU stress (enlarged)

The host machine has eight logical cores created by multi-threading, which is a tech-
nology that treats a physical core as multiple cores. The evaluation considered the case
when each guest OS had one stress command process and the case when the guest OSs
had no CPU stress.

Figure 14 shows the throughput when the CPU stress increased on the host ma-
chine. When the guest OSs had no CPU stress, the throughput did not decrease sub-
stantially. However, when the guest OSs had CPU stress and there were six or more
stress command processes on the host OS, the throughput decreased. It seems that the
utilization of all the CPU capacity caused the throughput to decrease. All logical cores
were utilized up to 100% by the five stress command processes, one Scenargie process,
and two QEMU virtual machine processes. When the number of stress command pro-
cesses was six or more, the throughput decreased because of insufficient processing
ability. In contrast, when the number of stress command processes was five or less,
the throughput did not decrease significantly. Therefore, users can add QEMU virtual
machines until the processes on a host machine utilize all logical cores up to 100%.

The case when there were up to five stress command processes was analyzed in
detail. Figure 15 shows an enlarged portion of Figure 14. Even if the number of pro-
cesses was five or less, the throughput decreased gradually when the guest OSs were
stressed. This was caused by processes sharing the physical cores of the CPU. The host
OS assigns processes to multiple logical cores. When the QEMU virtual machines, Sce-
nargie, and other processes share logical cores created from the same physical core, the
processing ability will be insufficient.
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To confirm the effects of processes sharing the same physical CPU core, the processes
of Scenargie, the QEMU virtual machines, stress commands, and other processes were
fixed to different logical cores. Figure 16 shows the evaluation environment. Here,
HiFEE emulated TCP communication between two nodes, and the QEMU virtual ma-
chines were given a stress command. In addition, the host machine had eight logical
cores from logical core 0 to 7 created by four physical cores. The pair of logical core
sharing same physical cores are logical core 0 and 4, 1 and 5, 2 and 6, and 3 and 7.
Scenargie ran on logical core 0, and the QEMU virtual machines ran on logical cores 1
and 2. The number of stress command processes were increased one-by-one and ran on
logical cores 3 to 7. Background services of the host OS were assigned to logical core 7
as much as possible.

Figure 17 shows the result of the throughput when each process was fixed to run on
different logical cores. When the stress command process ran only on logical core 3, the
throughput did not decrease because logical core 3 did not share the physical core that
ran the QEMU virtual machines or Scenargie. However, when the stress command
processes utilized other cores, the throughput decreased because logical cores 4 to 6
shared the physical cores that ran Scenargie or the QEMU virtual machines.

To confirm the influence from other logical cores, another experiment was conducted
such that only one stress command process ran on one logical core in the same topology,
as shown in Figure 16. Figure 18 shows the throughput results when there is a stress
command process running on a logical core. The throughput decreased when the stress
command process ran on logical core 5. Logical cores 5 and 1 shared the physical core
running the iperf server QEMU virtual machine. It seems that an iperf server was
especially susceptible to another logical core sharing the same physical core. To confirm
this influence, the iperf server and iperf client places were swapped, and Figure 19
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shows the throughput results, where logical core 6 affected the throughput instead of
logical core 5. Logical cores 6 and 2 shared the physical core running the iperf server
QEMU virtual machine. Thus, it can be concluded that one logical core affects the
other logical core that shares the same physical core. Hence, users of HiFEE should
use different physical cores to run Scenargie and QEMU virtual machines for rigorous
evaluation.

7.3. Memory consumption
The influence of memory consumed by the QEMU virtual machines on emulated com-
munication was measured. Figure 20 shows the topology for the evaluation, where
two nodes made by the QEMU virtual machines communicate with each other by TCP
to measure throughput. In addition, stress command processes consume memory on
the host machine. QEMU virtual machines should be the main consumers of memory,
however, a stress command was used to avoid the influence of traffic concentration on
Scenargie. When a QEMU virtual machine does not affect the other links in HiFEE,
the QEMU virtual machine can be considered a consumer of memory on the host ma-
chine, similar to a stress command. Each stress command process consumed 1 GB
memory, and the throughput decrease shows the influence of this memory consump-
tion. Both the case when the guest OSs ran the stress command for memory consump-
tion and when they did not were evaluated. The memory consumption in the guest OSs
was 256 MB, which is the memory capacity of the QEMU virtual machines.

Figure 21 shows the throughput when the memory consumption increased. When
the guest OSs had memory stress, the throughput decreased when the memory con-
sumed by the stress command processes reached 14 GB. When the guest OSs did not
have memory stress, the throughput also decreased when the memory consumed by
the stress command processes reached 15 GB. The cause of throughput decrease was
insufficient memory on the host machine, which has 16 GB of memory capacity. When
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Fig. 21. Throughput of TCP communication with memory consumption
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Fig. 22. Throughput of TCP communication with memory consumption (enlarged)

the stress command processes consumed 14 GB, the memory capacity was not large
enough to run Scenargie, the memory-stressed QEMU virtual machines, and the back-
ground services of the host machine. The memory insufficiency also happened at 15
GB when the QEMU virtual machines did not run the memory consumption process.
It can be concluded that memory consumption does not influence the throughput on
guest OSs unless it exceeds the memory capacity of the host machine. Figure 22 shows
the enlarged results when the memory consumption on the host OS was 14 GB or less.
The throughput decrease was not proportionate to the amount of memory consump-
tion. Therefore, users can add QEMU virtual machines until the processes utilize up
to 100% of the memory on a host machine.

7.4. Bandwidth between Scenargie and a QEMU virtual machine
To evaluate the influence of bandwidth on emulated communication, the bandwidth
between Scenargie and QEMU virtual machine was controlled. Figure 23 shows the
topology used for bandwidth limitation. Two nodes created by the QEMU virtual
machines communicated with each other through Scenargie by TCP to measure the
throughput. The QEMU virtual machines were run on different host machines to con-
trol the bandwidth, and the tc command limited the outbound bandwidth of each host
machine.
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Fig. 24. Throughput of TCP communication for limited bandwidth

Figure 24 shows the change in throughput caused by the limited bandwidths. When
the bandwidth between the Scenargie and QEMU virtual machine was less than 24
Mbps, the throughput decreased. The ideal throughput of wireless LAN communica-
tion is about 23 Mbps. However, the QEMU virtual machines add a UDP header and
a HiFEE dedicated header to the wireless LAN frames. Therefore, the Scenargie and
QEMU virtual machine require a bandwidth of over 24 Mbps per connection to emu-
late wireless LAN communication with the attached headers.

7.5. Traffic concentration on Scenargie
TCP throughput was measured when there were multiple links in the simulation sce-
nario to evaluate the influence of traffic concentration. Figure 25 shows the topology
used for the evaluation. Scenargie has three links that do not cause radio interference
with each other. If there is no communication overhead caused by traffic concentra-
tion, all links would achieve maximal throughput. The pair of nodes communicated
with each other by TCP to measure throughput. One node ran as an AP node and the
other node ran as a STA node. The QEMU virtual machines were on different physi-
cal cores to avoid any influence from other processes. Two host machines were used to
prepare enough physical cores.

Figure 26 shows the TCP throughput measured in the STA nodes of each link. The
result shows that there is no significant throughput decrease when the number of links
increased. The worst throughput decrease was the case of link 1. The throughput of
STA 1 was 22.38 Mbps for one link. When the number of links was three, the through-
put of STA 1 was 22.13 Mbps. The change in the throughput was 0.25 Mbps, which
is 1.1% of the throughput for only one link. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
influence from traffic concentration on Scenargie is sufficiently small.
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8. EXAMPLE OF PRACTICAL USE
To demonstrate practical use of HiFEE, the performance of the open80211s mesh net-
work [open80211s 2015] was evaluated. Open80211s is an implementation of IEEE
802.11s for Linux. Another evaluation of open80211s on a testbed was reported by
Hiertz et al. [Hiertz et al. 2010]. This experiment was reproduced and the multi-hop
throughput was evaluated. Hiertz et al. reported that the testbed had 12 nodes that
were all in radio range of each other. In addition, a manual address filter created
the topology. In this study, the topology shown in Figure 27 was created to repro-
duce the evaluation environment as faithfully as possible. HiFEE emulates only seven
nodes because the authors had only two host machines that could provide seven phys-
ical cores for the QEMU virtual machines in total. The nodes in HiFEE utilize IEEE
802.11g, while Hiertz et al. did not report the type of wireless LAN. Scenargie used
“64QAM 0.75” modulation and “static” rate control as the parameter of the MAC layer.
The specifications of the host machines and QEMU virtual machines are the same as
those listed in Tables III and IV, respectively. The firewall was disabled on the host
machine to avoid the influence on the bandwidth. The average TCP throughput of ten
trials was measured by iperf.

Figure 28 shows the graph of the throughput traced from Hiertz et al., and Fig-
ure 29 shows the throughput measured in HiFEE. The throughput decrease in Fig-
ure 29 shows similar tendencies to that of Figure 28. This result indicates that HiFEE
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can reproduce the evaluation environment of Hiertz et al. Therefore, HiFEE is usable
for reproducing the evaluation environments of other papers. HiFEE is also able to
evaluate native protocols.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a wireless LAN evaluation environment that combines a network sim-
ulator and virtual machines was proposed. A virtual wireless LAN device was also
implemented. The virtual machines accurately emulated the physical environment
by running the programs of physical machines. In particular, a virtual wireless LAN
device for a virtual machine has made it possible to emulate wireless LAN commu-
nication using the default OS drivers. A simulator and virtual machines also have
addressed the cost of implementing nodes, ease of field preparation, and reproducibil-
ity of radio propagation by modeling the evaluation environment. The evaluation of
the throughput shows that the proposed method modeled the physical environment
more accurately than a simulator. The limitations of the available number of virtual
machines and the practical use of HiFEE were also presented.

It is important to recognize the limitations of the current implementation of the
prototype. First, the time in Scenargie and the clock of QEMU are not directly syn-
chronized with each other. QEMU runs on actual time, and the time in Scenargie
synchronizes to the actual time with 100 ms accuracy. Therefore, the difference in
transmission and reception timing could cause communication delay between Sce-
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nargie and the QEMU. In particular, when the specifications of the host machines
are not sufficient to emulate a wireless LAN, the throughput among the virtual ma-
chines would be decreased by context switches. To achieve time synchronization, We-
ingärtner et al. [2011], Werthmann et al. [2014], and Erazo et al. [2015] have proposed
approaches that synchronize the clocks of emulated nodes to simulated time. Second,
the MAC control and lower layers are abstracted by the simulation model. For exam-
ple, CSMA/CA is abstracted by Scenargie. The AR9160 virtual wireless LAN device
was created based on the behavior of open source drivers included in backports-3.18.1-
1. However, the drivers do not handle CSMA/CA, and it was difficult to obtain enough
information to emulate CSMA/CA. Third, the functions of AR9160 have not been com-
pletely implemented. For example, the virtual wireless LAN device does not support
IEEE 802.11n/ac and encrypted communication.

As a future work, the authors plan to implement time synchronization between Sce-
nargie and QEMU. Time synchronization will overcome the limitation of the available
number of virtual machines caused by the sharing of physical CPU cores. After time
synchronization is achieved, the authors will implement additional functions of virtual
wireless LAN devices.
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